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Abstract—Public safety officials want to have maximum
situational-awareness though real-time information, such as video
content, for natural disaster management. The video content
can be generated by surveillance cameras or crowd-sourced
(e.g., using smart-phones) and live-streamed to the Incident
Commander. Such video contents need to be processed to adapt
the characteristics of the specialized multi-view display devices.
When a disaster occurs, there is a surge in the number of videos
streamed to the Incident Commander that oversubscribes the
processing servers and the network load. Incident Commanders,
however, need a smooth and uninterrupted viewing experience
specifically for the important events of interest that can change
over time. The challenge is how to enable the Incident Commander to interactively prioritize important video streams to receive
them uninterruptedly while the system is oversubscribed. In such
a system, normal video streams (i.e., non-prioritized ones) should
not be interrupted at the expense of prioritization. To address
this challenge, in this research, we propose a stream-priority
aware resource allocation mechanism to enable interactive video
prioritization without a major impact on the flow of nonprioritized video streams. The mechanism includes a method to
select appropriate tasks from the arriving ones and a method
to map the selected task to the appropriate video server. Our
simulation results express that the percentage of normal and
prioritized video streaming tasks that have completed on-time
are improved, when compared with baseline scheduling methods.
Index Terms—Priority-aware scheduling method, intractive
video stream prioritization, frame-skipping.

I. I NTRODUCTION
At the time of a natural disaster, public safety officials and
Incident Commanders should develop an efficient action plan
to mitigate the consequences of the disaster. Reddy et al.,
[15] identify inefficient information acquisition as one of the
three major challenges in existing natural disaster management
systems.
Live video streaming is extensively utilized by Incident
Commanders to obtain maximum situational-awareness from
disastrous areas. As shown in Figure 1, the videos are captured
and streamed from different sources, such as planted surveillance cameras or crowd-sourced videos (e.g., through smartphones). The streamed videos are transmitted over a Software
Defined Network (SDN) to a command center. The video
streams are displayed on specific monitoring devices in the
command center that have the ability to show multiple streams

simultaneously. As such, incoming video streams have to be
converted (also, termed transcoded) on dedicated video stream
servers in a real-time manner to adapt to the characteristics of
the monitoring devices.

Fig. 1. An overview of video surveillance system for natural disaster
management. The system includes network and video processing components.

A problem arises at the time of disaster when several users
start to capture the disaster scene and stream the videos to
the Incident Commander. This causes oversubscription on
the video processing servers. The problem complicats furthur
when some of the servers become unavailable, possibly due to
the disaster. These problems negatively impact the quality of
streaming by creating delay or even interruption in the stream.
Public safety officials, however, need a smooth and uninterrupted viewing experience for different events of interest; in
particular, those providing more important information from
the disaster scene [13]. Therefore, they desire to interactively
prioritize important video streams (known as high-priority
streams) to secure a higher level of Quality of Service (QoS)
for them . Also, the rest of video streams (known as normalpriority streams) should be able to continue streaming.
In the current systems, the same QoS is offered to all
video streams [14]. That is, we cannot discriminate video
streams and enforce a higher QoS to more important ones.
Accordingly, our goal in this research is to enable Incident
Commanders to interactively prioritize video streams of their
interest and secure a higher QoS for them. However, normalpriority video streams should not be interrupted at the expense

of the prioritization.
We define an oversubscribed server as a machine that
cannot complete its assigned tasks on time (i.e., before tasks’
individual deadlines). Such over-subscription causes missing
the deadline of live video stream tasks and delay in viewing
them at the command center. Therefore, the problem we
investigate in this research is: how to schedule tasks of highpriority streams along with tasks of normal-priority streams
when the processing servers are oversubscribed so that the
QoS for high-priority tasks is guaranteed and normal-priority
tasks can continue streaming? Efficient resource allocation
methods are required to overcome the oversubscription on
video processing servers through efficient mapping of live
video streaming tasks to the servers. The mapping should be
aware of the high-priority video streams and guarantee their
QoS, without any major impact on the QoS (delay) of normalpriority streams.
The problem of resource allocation for live video streaming
is different from other resource allocation and scheduling
problems in the sense that it has to deal with high-priority versus normal-priority tasks. In addition, tasks of normal-priority
video streams can be approximately processed to reduce their
execution times. That is, normal-priority video streams have
the flexibility to skip processing of some frames [6]. The approximate processing of normal-priority video streams (known
as frame-skipping) impacts their viewing quality; however, it
can be tolerated in favor of high-priority ones [6].
Live video streaming tasks have individual deadlines for
processing that must be respected to keep up with the live
streaming. As there is no value in processing live streaming
tasks that miss their deadlines, such tasks are dropped (i.e.,
discarded) from the system. Accordingly, we define QoS
of high-priority and normal-priority video streams based on
the number of tasks that meet their deadlines. As such the
goal of the resource allocation mechanism is to minimize
the percentage of live video streaming tasks that miss their
deadlines.
Our proposed resource allocation mechanism includes a
method to select appropriate tasks from the arriving ones and a
method to map (i.e., assign) the selected task to the appropriate
video servers. The mapping method is aware of the flexibility
in the execution time of normal-priority tasks and uses that to
minimize the number of both high-priority and normal-priority
tasks missing their deadlines.
We evaluate the efficacy of our resource allocation mechanism under various circumstances that can possibly occur
during a time of disaster. In particular, we analyze the behavior
of our mechanism when the system is under different oversubscription levels and when some of the processing servers are
unavailable. In summary, the key contributions of this paper
are as follows:
• Providing a resource allocation mechanism that is streampriority aware and can guarantee QoS of the high priority
video streams when the system is oversubscribed.
• Providing a mapping method that assigns high-priority
video streaming tasks to servers with the minimum impact

on the quality of normal-priority tasks.
Analyzing the behavior of the proposed resource allocation mechanism under different circumstances that
can happen at the time of disaster, namely when the
oversubscription level increases, and when some of the
video processing servers are unavailable due to failure.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: section II provides
some related work on video stream transcoding. In section III
we briefly talk about our system model. Our proposed algorithm consisting of task selection algorithm and provisional
mapping will be discussed in section IV. We perform some
experimental result evaluation in section V and finally discuss
conclusion and future work in section VI.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
Several research works have been undertaken in the areas
of video stream processing and natural disaster management.
In this section, we review the recent research works in these
areas and position this research work with respect to them.
A. Video Stream Transcoding
Video stream transcoding generally depends on the type of
video streaming. As we can see in Figure 2, video streaming
can be carried out either in video on-demand (VOD) or live
streaming.

Fig. 2. Various types of video streaming.

Live video streaming can itself be performed in four different fashions, namely one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many
and many-to-one. One-to-one streaming is mostly used in
video chat services (e.g., Skype and other Video-over-IP applications [2]). In one-to-many streaming, one server broadcasts
the live content to many viewers (e.g., LiveStreaming1 and
Periscope2 ). Many-to-many streaming is mostly used in video
conferencing (e.g., GoToMeeting3 and e-learning systems). In
these systems, each participant receives live video streams
from all other participants. In many-to-one video streaming,
several (many) participants stream videos to one centralized
system. Video surveillance services, such as those used in
traffic management [18], or crowd-sourced video streaming
used in natural disaster management, fall in this category.
In all of the video-streaming fashions, video transcoding
must be done to adapt the stream based on the characteristics
of the viewers’ devices. In VOD streaming (e.g., Youtube4 ,
1 https://livestream.com
2 https://www.periscope.tv/
3 https://www.gotomeeting.com/
4 https://www.youtube.com

Netflix5 ), generally, transcoding is achieved in an off-line
fashion (known as pre-transcoding). Li et al., [9], [11] provide
an architecture for lazy (i.e., on-the-fly) transcoding of video
streams that are rarely requested by viewers. In all types of
live video streaming, however, transcoding operation has to be
carried out on-the-fly.
Video surveillance processing systems [7] consist of three
parts. First, the live video stream is encoded in the source
(by the capturing device). Second, the encoded video is sent
through the network (e.g., through SDN). Third, the live video
stream is transcoded based on the characteristics of the monitoring device in the Incident Commander. Transcoding can
include operations such as converting the spatial resolution,
frame rate, and codec standard of the video streams [11]. In
addition, it can include other video processing operations such
as manipulating video contents [5] or applying frame-skipping
to drop frames from a video stream and shorten its execution
time [3].
B. QoS-Based Video Stream Processing
At the time of a natural disaster, the Incident Commander
monitoring system is oversubscribed by many live videos
streamed to it. Under these circumstances, meeting the QoS
demands of the live video streams depends on efficient allocation of video streaming task to video processing servers.
Ma et al., [12] propose a resource allocation method
based on the intensity of the video streaming workload. They
dedicate separate queues based on the priority of the video
streams to schedule them on the servers. They allocate faster
processing servers to video streams that are in the higher
priority queue. In this system, the priority of video streams
are determined based on the viewers’ requests. In contrast,
we present a system that supports dynamic prioritization of
video streams based on the Incident Commander preference.
In addition, our proposed system is designed to be robust
against oversubscription of video streams at the time of natural
disaster.
Efficient scheduling of video transcoding tasks is dependent on accurate execution time prediction of the tasks.
Li et al., [10] propose an architecture for one-to-many
live video streaming using cloud services. Their goal is to
minimize the incurred cost of using cloud services and meet
the QoS demands of stream viewers. They define the QoS
demands of viewers in terms of minimizing the streaming
startup delay and drop rate in the live streams. In the scheduler,
the execution time of each transcoding task is predicted based
on the execution time of previous transcoding tasks of the
same video stream. Our work is different from [10] in the
sense that we consider a many-to-one live streaming and the
viewer (i.e., Incident Commander) can interactively change
the priority of the video streams. In addition, we consider
the ability of frame-skipping to shorten the execution time of
low priority transcoding tasks. However, we utilize the method
presented in [10] to predict the execution time of transcoding
tasks.
5 https://www.netflix.com

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a disastrous situation where different users
live stream videos to the Incident Commander using different
capturing devices and formats [1]. The video content should
be transcoded based on the characteristics of the monitoring
devices in the command center. The transcoding process can
include changing bit-rate, codec standard, and spatial and
temporal resolution [1]. We assume that, at each moment, there
are N videos are being streamed and transcoded on the video
processing servers.
As depicted in Figure 3, each video stream is composed of
several segments which is further divided into Group Of Pictures (GOP) [11]. Each GOP can be transcoded independently,
as such, we consider it as an independent task. To keep up with
live video streaming, each GOP is assigned an individual hard
deadline. That is, the GOP is dropped (i.e., discarded), if it
misses its deadline.
As we can see in Figure 3, each GoP contains multiple
frames of different types. It starts with an Independent frame
(called I-frame) and followed by Predictive frames (P-frame)
and Bi-directional frames (B-frame) [1]. I-frame contains a
complete image of a scene but P-frames and B-frames keep
only the residues of the frames.

Fig. 3. A video stream is composed of several segments and each segment
includes several GoPs. Within each GOP, there are I, P, and B frame types.

We assume that, at the time of a disaster, our video
processing servers are oversubscribed due to a massive number
of live video streams or due to network or server outage. We
define an oversubscribed server as a congested server that,
in general, cannot complete all the GOP tasks assigned to
it on time [17]. In this situation, the Incident Commander
desires to interactively prioritize some video streams over
others. Accordingly, arriving GOP tasks are divided into two
categories, namely high-priority and normal-priority GOP
tasks.
The structure of resource allocation system is depicted
in Figure 4. Arriving GOP tasks are queued before being
mapped to a particular machine. To discriminate normalpriority and high-priority tasks, we dedicate separate queues
for the arriving normal-priority and high-priority tasks. Our
video processing servers are in form of a cluster with k
dedicated and homogeneous machines. Each machine has a
local queue with a limited size to fetch GOP tasks before
their executions start. Once a GOP task is mapped to a local
queue, it cannot be rescheduled on other machines because it

involves overhead of moving the GOP to another machine. As
we consider a homogeneous cluster, all local queues have the
same limit (i.e., same local queue size).

Fig. 4. Structure of the resource allocation system.

Our objective is to minimize the percentage of high-priority
GOP tasks that are dropped because of missed deadlines
without inducing major task dropping on normal GOPs.
Normal-priority GOP tasks are not in the focus of Incident
Commander. Therefore, although our goal is not to cause
any task dropping on normal-priority GOP tasks, we have the
flexibility to perform frame-skipping [3] on them to decrease
their transcoding time in favor of meeting deadlines of other
high-priority or normal-priority GOP tasks.
IV. P ROPOSED R ESOURCE A LLOCATION M ECHANISM
A. Overview
Because there are two types of tasks (i.e., normal-priority
and high-priority ) in the system, as shown in Figure 4, we
consider a dedicated arrival queue for each priority level.
Upon arrival of a GOP task, it is assigned to one of these
arrival queues based on its priority. In the event that a GOP
task is completed, the scheduler method is executed to assign
one or more tasks to the local queue of machines that have a
free slot. The scheduler has two components that work together
to achieve the goal of scheduling. The components of the
scheduler are as follows:
• Task Selection: The job of this component is to determine
which tasks needs to be selected for mapping. For that
purpose, this component determines an appropriate way
to order GOP tasks within each arrival queue.
• Provisional Mapping: For a selected task, this component
determines the appropriate machine queue and provisionally maps the task to it. The component asks Task
Selection for the next appropriate task and provisionally
maps it, until either all the free slots are provisionally
mapped or there is no task left in the arrival queues for
mapping.
Once all the free slots are provisionally mapped, the mapping decisions can be finalized. In the following subsections,
we elaborate on the details of these two components.
B. Task selection
Task Selection component, in each iteration, selects a task
and feeds it to the Provisional Mapping component with

the goal of maximizing the likelihood of meeting the tasks’
deadline while considering their priorities. To achieve this
goal, we define the concept of Latest Start Time (LST) as
the latest time that a task can start its execution in a machine
without missing its deadline.
We sort the arrival queues based on the LST of tasks in those
queues. Then, the Task Selection component selects a task
for mapping from the arrival queues based on the following
criteria:
• Higher Priority
• Lower LST
Let th1 be the first task from the high-priority queue and
tn1 the first task in the normal-priority queue. Normally, th1 is
selected by the Task Selection component, unless, the LST of
tn1 is lower than the LST of th1 (i.e., LST (tn1 ) < LST (th1 )).
In this case, tn1 can be selected, but only if it does not cause
the tasks in the high-priority queue to miss their deadlines.
In fact, if the deadline of tn1 is lower than or equal to the
LST of th1 , then we can assure that the execution of tn1 does
not violate the deadline of th1 . Thus, tn1 can be selected for
mapping earlier than th1 . It is worth noting that, if the LST of
th1 can be satisfied, then the LST of all the remaining tasks in
the high-priority queue will be satisfied too. That is, selecting
tn1 does not violate the deadline of any task in the high-priority
queue.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for Task Selection
Input:
normal-priority queue (N-Queue)
high-priority queue (P-Queue)
1: Sort P-Queue and N-Queue based on LST
2: P1=P-Queue[1]
3: N1=N-Queue[1]
4: Selected Gop = Compare(P1, N1)
5: if Selected Gop = P1 then
6:
Provisional Mapping(P1)
7: else
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if deadline(Selected Gop) < LST (P1) then
Provisional Mapping(N1)
else
Provisional Mapping(P1)
end if
end if

Algorithm 1 explains the method for the Task Selection
component. As we can see in the algorithm, first, both queues
are sorted based on their LST values. Ties are broken in favor
of the task with an earlier deadline (Line 1 in Algorithm 1).
Then, the LST of the first task in the two queues are compared
and the one with the lowest LST is selected (Line 4). If the
selected task is from the high-priority queue then we can
proceed with the Provisional Mapping component. Otherwise
(i.e., if the selected task is from the normal-priority queue),
the task is selected to be fed to the Provisional Mapping
component only if the deadline of the selected task is lower

than or equal to the LST of the first task in the high-priority
queue (see Line 9). It is noteworthy that if the deadline of first
task in normal-priority queue is greater than the LST of the
first task task in the high-priority queue, then the task from
the high-priority queue is selected for provisional mapping.
C. Provisional Mapping
1) Estimating Execution Start Time of the Selected Task:
Once a task is selected by the Task Selection component,
we need to determine the appropriate mapping for it. The
appropriate mapping for a task is the machine that provides
the minimum execution start time for it. To obtain the minimum execution start time for the selected task in Provisional
Mapping, a temporary virtual queue is formed to estimate the
start time of the selected task on each machine. The virtual
queue for machine j includes all tasks provisionally mapped
to that machine.
The estimated execution start time of the selected task
on M j is the estimated completion time of the last task
provisionally mapped to M j . As shown in Equation 1, the
estimated completion time of the last task i on machine M j ,
denoted Ci j , is the sum of three parts. The first part is the
remaining time for the currently executing task on machine
j, denoted R j .The second part is the sum of the estimated
execution times of N tasks waiting in the local queue of
machine j, denoted eq . The third part is the sum of the
estimated execution times of the i tasks provisionally mapped
to machine j, denoted ev (i.e., tasks in the virtual queue of
machine j).
N

i

Ci j = R j + ∑ eq + ∑ ev
q=1

(1)

v=0

In live stream transcoding, because the GOP tasks are
processed (i.e., transcoded) upon generation, the execution
time of the tasks are unknown beforehand. Besides, there is no
historic execution information to use for predicting the tasks
execution times6 . However, it has been shown that generated
GOPs in a video stream have approximately the same number
of frames, thus, similar execution times [10]. In fact, execution
time of GOP transcoding tasks in a live stream follow a
Normal distribution N(µ, σ) where µ and σ are the average and
standard deviation of execution time of the previous GOP tasks
in the video stream. Accordingly, the execution time of GOP
tasks waiting in the local queue (eq ) and the tasks in the virtual
queue (ev ), in Equation 1, can be estimated by sampling from
the Normal distribution. In addition, to calculate the remaining
execution time of the current task on machine j (i.e., R j in
Equation 1), the elapsed execution time of the task is deducted
from the estimated execution time of the task.
2) Rescheduling Using Conservative Backfilling: For a selected task, if the provisional mapping method cannot allocate
it before its deadline, then it has to be dropped. However, if we
reschedule tasks within a virtual queue, then we may be able
to allocate the selected task before its deadline. Therefore, we
6 We should note that the historic execution time information is available
in the case of VOD [11].

need a method that can reschedule tasks within a virtual queue
to minimize the number of tasks that miss their deadlines.
Conservative backfilling [16] is a method that can schedule
a task ahead of already scheduled tasks in a virtual queue,
as long as it does not violate their deadlines. Accordingly,
selected task s can backfill an already allocated task i in the
virtual queue of machine j, if it does not violate the deadline of
task i. Let Di be the deadline of task i and Ci j the completion
time of task i on machine j. Then, backfilling of task s before
task i is feasible, if and only if Di −Ci j ≥ es .
To apply backfilling for selected task s in a virtual queue
of machine j, we start performing the feasibility check from
the last task in the virtual queue. The feasibility check stops
as soon as a feasible slot is found for mapping task s so that
it can meet its deadline.
3) Frame-Skipping in Video Streaming: Execution time
of GOP transcoding tasks can be diminished by skipping
processing a number of frames in the GOPs. Burza et al., [3]
propose a method to skip processing of B frames in a GOP.
Because no other frame in a stream is dependent on the B
frames, skipping them has no influence on the other frames.
The side-effect of skipping B frames is that the video stream
seems to be frozen for a short time. In this way, transcoding
execution time of a GOP task can be reduced by up to 20%
without having interruption in viewing the video stream [6].
Frame-skipping technique in a video stream can be helpful
in meeting the deadlines of normal-priority and high-priority
GOP tasks.
When we cannot allocate a normal-priority task before its
deadline, the task has to be dropped. However, we can apply
the frame-skipping technique to increase the likelihood of
allocating the task before its deadline. Also, if we cannot find
an allocation for a high-priority task, we can apply frameskipping on the normal-priority tasks already allocated in
the virtual queues. This will increase the chance of meeting
deadlines for high-priority tasks.
4) Provisional Mapping Method: Based upon the methods
and techniques discussed in Subsections IV-C1 to IV-C3, in
this part, we explain how the Provisional Mapping maps a
selected task to a video processing server. For the sake of
clarity, the flowchart of the Provisional Mapping method is
presented in Figure 5.
As we can see in the flowchart, the selected task is mapped
to the machine with the minimum start time. For that purpose,
we estimate the start time of the selected task i in each virtual
queue based on the method presented in Subsection IV-C1.
If we cannot find any mapping to allocate task i prior to
its deadline, then we try to allocate the task on the machine
that provides the minimum start time using conservative backfilling, as explained in Subsection IV-C2. If the task cannot
be allocated even by using conservative backfilling, the last
step is to find a time-slot for the task using frame-skipping,
as explained in Subsection IV-C3.
If selected task i is normal-priority , then we apply frameskipping task i and then we try to backfill it on the machine
with minimum start time again. If the selected normal-priority

task i cannot be allocated before its deadline, the task is
dropped. Alternatively, if the selected task i is high-priority
and it cannot be allocated before its deadline, then our strategy
is to create space for the task in the virtual queues using
frame-skipping. For that purpose, we apply frame-skipping on
normal-priority tasks in the virtual queues until an allocation
is found. It is worth noting that, in this case, virtual queues
are considered based on the start time they provide for task i.
Finally, if we cannot find any allocation for a high-priority
task even after frame-skipping, then in the virtual queue
that provides the shortest start time for the task, we drop
the normal-priority tasks until the high-priority task can be
allocated before its deadline. In the event that there is no
normal-priority task to drop in favor of the high-priority task
i, it is dropped.

generated and sent on a periodic basis, denoted δ. However,
each GOP (task) has a different network delay before arriving
to the video processing servers. As such, arrival time of task
i, denoted ri , is calculated as: ri = ri−1 + δ + εi . We consider
GOP tasks generated every 100 ms [10] and the network delay
for task i (that is, εi ) is generated by sampling from a Normal
distribution N(0, 10).
The performance metric in the experiments is minimizing
the number of GOP tasks that missed their deadlines (i.e.,
dropped). In particular, we evaluate how different scheduling
methods perform in terms of number of high-priority and
normal-priority tasks dropped.
For the sake of accuracy and to remove any randomness
from the results, each experiment has been conducted 10 times
and the mean and 95% of confidence interval of the results
are reported.
B. The Impact of High Priority Tasks

i ← Use Task
Selection to pick up a
task

m ←Find minimum
start time of i on all
machines

Allocate task i
to machine m

Yes

Does task i
meet deadline?

No
Apply Conservative
Backfilling of i on VQ
m

Perform Frame-skipping
on task i

Yes

Yes
Does task i
meet deadline?

Yes
No

No
Does task i
meet its
deadline?

No
Drop normal priority
tasks in VQ m to make
a space for task i; else
drop task i.

Normal
Priority

Frame-skipping
already applied?

High
Priority
Apply frame-skipping on a
virtual queue, ordered based
on minimum start time for
task i. Allocate task i on it

Yes

Drop task i

Fig. 5. Provisional mapping algorithm, allocate the selected task to the
machine.

V. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Experimental setup
We used CloudSim [4], a discrete event simulator, to model
and evaluate our proposed methods. To simulate live video
streaming, we used video streams in a benchmark7 used in
previous research works [9], [11].
To simulate the live video streams arriving to the system, we
consider Poisson distribution (with λ = 0.01) for start times of
the video streams.We consider different number of GOP for
simulating disastrous time. GOPs within a video stream are
7 The

benchmark is available publicly at https://goo.gl/TE5iJ5

The main goal of this research is to enable prioritizing some
video streams interactively, particularly when the system is
oversubscribed. Accordingly, we are interested in seeing how
the system performs when different portion of the incoming
streams are marked as high-priority .
For that purpose, in this experiment, we consider a scenario
in which the Incident Commander requests different percentages of video streams as high-priority while the processing
servers are oversubscribed. To simulate an oversubscribed
system, we consider 400 GOP tasks from videos captured by
different users arrive to the system with 5 processing servers.
The portion of high-priority GOP tasks range from 10% to
50% of the whole workload. It is worth noting that, as we
increase the percentage of high-priority tasks, the total number
Drop the
task
remain
constant. That is, the percentage of normalNo of tasks
priority tasks reduces as we increase the percentage of highpriority tasks.
Figure 6 illustrates the percentage of GOP tasks dropped
from high-priority and normal-priority categories when our
proposed method is applied. As we can see in the figure, by
increasing the percentage of high-priority tasks, the percentage
of normal-priority tasks that missed their deadlines increases to
keep the precedence of high-priority tasks. We can observe that
the percentage of high-priority tasks missing their deadlines
does not vary significantly. In particular, percentage of highpriority tasks missing their deadlines remain constant when
they construct 10% to 20% or when between 30% to 50% of
the tasks. The reason for increments in the percentage of highpriority tasks missing their deadlines is that by decreasing the
number of normal-priority tasks, there are less opportunities
for frame-skipping in favor of allocating high-priority tasks.
Thus, the high-priority tasks cannot be allocated and miss their
deadlines.
C. The Impact of Frame-Skipping
The goal of this experiment is to investigate the impact
of frames-skipping method on the performance of the whole
system in terms of number of tasks that can meet their
deadlines. For that purpose, we study the behavior of the

Fig. 6. The impact of percentage of high-priority tasks on the normalpriority and high-priority tasks missing their deadlines. Horizontal axis shows
the percentage of high-priority GOP tasks and the vertical axis show the
percentage of high-priority and normal-priority GOP tasks missing their
deadlines.

system under different oversubscription levels. In particular,
we considered 200 to 800 GOP tasks arriving to the system
within the same time period. To evaluate the impact of frameskipping method, we compared the percentage of tasks that
miss their deadlines when our proposed scheduling is equipped
with the frame-skipping method against the situation in which
it does not use it. In addition, to study the performance of
our proposed scheduling method, we compare its performance
against Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling method. EDF
is a method widely used in scheduling of soft real-time and
multimedia systems [8].In this experiment, we consider 20%
of GOP tasks as high-priority .
Figure 7 shows the percentage of high-priority tasks (in
Sub-figure V-C) and normal-priority tasks (in Sub-figure V-C)
that miss their deadlines when the degree of oversubscription
changes. In both of the sub-figures, we can observe that when
the system is oversubscribed, our scheduling method with
frame-skipping significantly outperforms other methods both
for normal-priority and high-priority tasks. However, when
the system is not oversubscribed (i.e., number of tasks less
than or equal 300) there is not any significant difference
between different methods. The reason is that when the system
is oversubscribed the number of tasks that miss their deadlines increases. In this situation, applying the frame-skipping
method can allocate more tasks before their deadlines. We can
conclude that frame-skipping method should be applied only
when the system is oversubscribed and when the system is not
oversubscribed there is no point to incur its overhead.
D. The Impact of Failure Rate
Machine failure or unavailability commonly occurs during
a natural disaster. As such, we are interested to see how our
proposed scheduling method treats high-priority and normalpriority tasks in the presence of failure. For that purpose, we
evaluate the performance of the system in terms of percentage
of high-priority and normal-priority tasks that miss their dead-

(a) high-priority tasks

(b) normal-priority tasks
Fig. 7. The impact of frame-skipping on our proposed scheduling method.
Horizontal axis shows different number of tasks and vertical axis shows the
percentage of tasks missing their deadlines.

lines when the number of available video processing servers
varies for the same incoming workload.
In this experiment, we vary the percentage of video processing servers failure from 0% to 50% and evaluate the
percentage of high-priority and normal-priority tasks that miss
their deadlines in each case. The number of arriving GOP tasks
in this experiment is 600 and the 20% of tasks are high-priority
. Also, we consider 10 video processing servers when there is
no failure in the system.
Figure 8 shows the result of this experiment. In this figure,
the horizontal axis shows the percentage of machine failure
and the vertical axis shows the percentage of high-priority and
normal-priority GOP tasks missed their deadlines (dropped) in
each case using our proposed scheduling method.
As We can see in Figure 8, by increasing the percentage
of machine failure, the percentage of GOP tasks that miss
their deadlines (dropped) has increased. However, we observe
that the percentage of high-priority and normal-priority GOP
tasks that miss their deadlines enters into a steady state,

particularly, when the failure percentage is greater that 30%.
The reason for the insignificant fluctuations is the increasing
use of the frame-skipping method as the failure rate increases.
Specifically, frame-skipping rate increases from approximately
0.9% to 15.5%, when the failure increases from 30% to 50%.
Additionally, in Figure 8, we can observe that the scheduling
method prioritizes high-priority tasks and keep the percentage
of dropped tasks constantly below normal-priority tasks.

Fig. 8. The impact of video processing servers’ failure on the percentage of
high-priority and normal-priority tasks miss their deadlines. The horizontal
axis shows the percentage of processing servers failed and the vertical axis
shows the percentage of high-priority and normal-priority GOP tasks dropped.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The goal of this research was enabling public safety officials
to interactively prioritize live video streams of their interest
over other video streams in disastrous circumstances. We
presented a resource allocation mechanism to schedule highpriority GOP tasks along with normal-priority GOP tasks in
the presence of oversubscription and machine failure. The proposed method functions based on frame-skipping for normalpriority tasks to preserve the precedence of high-priority tasks.
Experiment results under different workload and failure rates
demonstrate that our system is able to prioritize high-priority
tasks without interrupting other normal-priority video streams.
In particular, our method can keep the percentage of highpriority tasks that missed their deadlines constantly (at least
12%) lower than normal-priority tasks. In the future, we
plan to integrate our proposed method with SDN to build
a robust public safety awareness system for natural disaster
management. We also plan to study accurate methods for
predicting execution time of GOPs in live video streams.
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